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PURSUING INCOME?
A case for listed infrastructure income funds
A well-selected portfolio of global infrastructure stocks is becoming an
increasingly popular way for investors to gain access to steady, inflationprotected income.
Cautious investors who seek some growth and a stable income tend to take one of several
paths. This may include a selection of domestic stocks chosen for their high dividends and
franking credits, real estate investment trusts or global equity income funds. Each has its own
merits, but, added to this list should be global listed infrastructure. While there are several
global listed infrastructure funds available in the Australian market, and stable cash-flow is a
compelling investment characteristic of this asset class, only a specialist infrastructure
manager can tailor a portfolio that focuses specifically on delivering attractive and growing
income through infrastructure investing.
Listed infrastructure’s popularity as an income solution comes from its track record of
consistently delivering a higher yield than global equities and 10-year bonds, demonstrated in
the chart in Figure 1, which shows the RARE Infrastructure Income Universe vs traditional
yield sources.
Stable inflation-linked revenue has meant the listed infrastructure sector has also displayed
defensive growth characteristics over the past 12 years1. For example, the S&P Global
Infrastructure Index participates in around 70-75% of the Beta of global equities both in
months when markets rise as well as when they fall, providing a level of defensiveness during
times of market uncertainty. A carefully tailored universe and portfolio construction approach
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Calculations monthly from 31/08/2006-31/12/2018. Source: S&P Global Infrastructure – Gross, Local, FactSet Research

Systems (Index Code – SPLO_G:STRGLIFX), monthly from MSCI AC World – Gross, Local, FactSet Research Systems (Index
Code – MSCI:892400).

can seek to improve both the income generation and defensive characteristics of a global
listed infrastructure portfolio.
Figure 1. RARE Income universe vs. traditional yield sources

Source
RARE calculations as at 31 December 2018
RARE Income Universe – Yield_Universe, monthly since Dec 1999
MSCI World Forward Dividend Yield, Bloomberg
US Benchmark Bond – 10 Year – Yield, FactSet Research Systems
United Kingdom Benchmark Bond – 10 Year – Yield, FactSet Research Systems
Germany Benchmark Bond–10 Year - Yield, FactSet Research Systems
The Income Universe is the Income Strategy universe as determined from time to time.
Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and do not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial
situations or needs of investors.

What companies make up the listed infrastructure universe?
Specialist global listed infrastructure manager RARE uses their own proprietary universes to
select securities that they view most closely meet their definition of infrastructure. RARE’s
Income Universe comprises the largest and most liquid infrastructure companies that
generate a sufficient level and quality (level, growth and cash flow coverage) of dividend
yield. Drawing on circa 3.6% of the companies in the MSCI AC World Index, and a few others
outside, the Universe predominately includes utility stocks such as water, electricity and gas
transmission and distribution companies, as well as high dividend paying infrastructure stocks
such as toll roads, airports, and railways. Compared to the rest of the MSCI AC World Index,
most of these companies are characterised as having stable revenue due to the essential
nature of the services they provide. This means they are less likely to be impacted by
economic recessions or booms. Furthermore, population increases and government initiatives
to build more infrastructure are more likely to cause such companies to invest in their asset
bases, which in turn drives revenue growth.
For those that believe we are now in a late cycle stage of the global economic cycle, this could
be tactically important. In the US, we currently see the constraints of very low
unemployment, wage growth and inflation coming through. However, recent forecasts from

the OECD are downbeat on global growth. The OECD’s November outlook paper Growth Has
Peaked Amidst Escalating Risks cited removal of stimulus by central banks and a slowdown in
China as being likely to reduce global growth. Potential weakness in the local Australian
economy could also see traditional sources of equity income come under pressure.
Building a bigger defence
If loss aversion is a key driver for clients, specialist listed infrastructure portfolios such as the
RARE Infrastructure Income Strategy can further limit the impact of economic downturns. This
defensive strategy consists predominantly of utility companies that provide predictable
income distributions due to stable earnings derived from the underlying asset. Regulation and
long-term contracts provide stable cash flow and greater capital stability. For investors, this
provides excellent visibility for revenues and dividends. Notably, the RARE Income Strategy
has seen a 65% upside capture of monthly gains made by the MSCI AC World Index while
suffering only 26% of any overall monthly losses of the same index since 2010.
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Source
RARE Calculations as at 31 December 2018
Global Equities – MSCI AC World, Gross, Local, FactSet Research Systems (Index Code – MSCI:892400) since 1 July 1996
RARE Income Universe, Local, FactSet Research Systems (FactSet code: CLIENT: Yield_Universe), since 1 July 1996
RARE Infrastructure Income Strategy Rep Mandate , Local, since inception 31/10/2010
The Income Universe is the income strategy universe as determined from time to time.
There may be differences between the strategy and the RARE Infrastructure Income Universe including differences in the amount of assets under
management, cash flows, fees and expenses, and applicable regulatory requirements, including investment and borrowing restrictions. The past
performance and allocations of the strategy may not be indicative of the RARE Income Universe over the same period. For more information on
the strategy composite see the composite disclosure in the appendix. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

Investing for income
There are two key skills in creating listed infrastructure income portfolios. The first is ensuring
that an absolute total return in excess of your return hurdle is achieved over time. Income
targets should not be at the expense of long-term total return.

Secondly, there is the importance of understanding the sustainability of income. The stability
of income is assessed by looking at the volatility of a company’s cash flows over time, capital
structure and a company’s plans for use of cash and how these intersect to impact the
dividends to investors. The quality of a company’s assets and the regulation or contracts that
govern them needs to be front and centre in this process.
Another key step is global diversification. The most mature and reliable income-paying
infrastructure stocks tend to be utilities from a broad range of developed countries. However,
a specialist approach is prudent to understand the true value of such companies that sit
outside the MSCI AC World Index, particularly those in emerging markets. The inclusion of
emerging market infrastructure stocks is valuable to a global listed infrastructure strategy, as
yields tend to be stronger in selected developing countries, reflecting higher local inflation
and interest rates and emerging markets exposure has a positive diversification benefit to
portfolios
Conclusion
A range of income strategies is useful when matching clients’ risk profiles, liabilities and
needs. Some sacrifice predictability of income for greater long-term growth, some sacrifice
growth for predictability of income.
As we approach what we view as the end of the economic cycle, investors should be alert to
managing current market uncertainty. Australian investors, in particular, who are tempted to
focus on local stocks and franking credits, should be mindful of the country-specific and
political risks that this also entails. Investment in globally listed infrastructure can provide
investors with global diversification, defensive growth and inflation-linked income.
Furthermore, only a specialised infrastructure portfolio like the RARE Infrastructure Income
Strategy aims to deliver risk-adjusted returns with a bias towards income generating
infrastructure securities.

Important information
While the information contained in this document has been prepared with all reasonable care, the RARE Infrastructure Group
does not accept any responsibility or liability for any errors, omissions or misstatements however caused. This information is
not personal advice. This material has been prepared for investment professionals, qualified investors and investment advisors
only. This material is not suitable for retail investors and RARE Infrastructure does not authorise the provision of this material
to retail investors. Investors should be aware that any views expressed in this material are given as of the date of publication
and such views are subject to change at any time. Where an investment product is mentioned, potential investors should seek
independent advice as to the suitability of the product to their investment needs. Reference to shares in a particular company
is not a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that stock. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Returns can
be volatile, reflecting rises and falls in the value of underlying investments. Any prospective PE ratios and dividend yields or
forecasts referred to in this material constitute estimates which have been calculated by the RARE Infrastructure investment
team based on RARE’s investment processes and research. The distribution of this document may be restricted in your
jurisdiction. This document does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction in which to make such an offer or
solicitation would be unlawful. It is your responsibility to ensure that any such product, security, service or investment outlined
is available in your jurisdiction. Issued and approved outside Canada, United States of America and EU/EEA by RARE
Infrastructure Limited (“RIL”), registered office Level 13, 35 Clarence Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia (ACN 84119339052;
AFSL307727). In Canada and the United States of America, issued and approved by RARE Infrastructure (North America) Pty
Ltd (“RINA”), registered office Level 13, 35 Clarence Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia (ABN 138069191). Neither RIL nor
RINA are registered as a dealer in any province in Canada. RIL and RINA are not offering the securities of any investment fund
that may be described in the materials in Canada or the United States. This material has not been approved or verified by the
SEC or the OSC. RARE Infrastructure operates in the EU/EEA from the UK through Legg Mason Investments (Europe) Limited,
which is Authorised & Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, registered office 201 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 3AB.
Legg Mason Investments (Europe) Limited is registered in England and Wales with Company No. 7970290. This material is
issued in the EU/EEA by Legg Mason Investments (Europe) Limited. RARE Infrastructure is an affiliate of Legg Mason.
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